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SOMETHING WICKED
TALES FROM THE BLACK HIWAY is a

A 50s hitchiker is caught
between the angel of
death and a circus of
demons who force him
to fight a centuries old
armored warrior in hand
to hand combat for his
very soul.

completed, 48 page OGN. the life of
Ray Lantry, youthful traveler along
the highway of the supernatural. A
chance meeting in an October cemetery brings Ray face to face with a
beautiful woman dancing naked in
the glow of headlights to the 50s musical stylings of Bill Haley and the
Comets. It doesn't take long for the
ivory-skinned woman to convince
him that she is his personal Angel of
Death. A wild, moonlight ride in her
red convertible sets Ray on a twisted
path that will test the limits of his
resolve and sanity.

At the first crossroads of his journey,
Ray encounters a timeless traveling
circus of mysterious performers who
delve in the arcane arts of evil magic
and hand to hand combat. A fight to
the death with an archaic armored
Chinese warrior could cost Ray his
soul.
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THE STORY
On a moonlit October night, Ray Lantry, drifter and
adventurer, encounters a woman named Cassandra
dancing naked in a deserted cemetery during his
cross country, beat-inspired trek across the back
roads of America. A wild ride in this alluring
woman's car quickly convinces Ray that he's flirting
with death... an Angel of Death.
Cassandra wants Ray's soul to be more seasoned
before she takes it, so she forces him to make a perilous leap from her speeding convertible onto a
moving train to set him on the path to a fast life. He
is saved from falling to his doom by Li Jho, an ancient
Chinese warrior. Li Jho is cursed to live until he is
defeated in battle as part of a mysterious circus of
dark magic.
Ray travels with Li Jho to the circus where he can see
the arcane performers for what they are... devils,
demons, and monsters who feed on human souls.
Ray is confronted by Mr. Pitch, the demonic circus
impresario, who informs Ray he will be on the menu
as there is no escaping the circus.
Cassandra reenters Ray's life, anxious to harvest his
soul. Ray proposes a trade instead: if he can deliver
the soul of the ancient warrior, she lets Ray live. Cassandra eagerly agrees to his terms. Either way, she
wins.

Ray makes a different offer to Mr. Pitch: he'll fight Li
Jho in a three round boxing match to the death, and
if he wins, he gets to walk away with his soul intact.
The fight is brutal, taking its toll on both fighters. At
the end of the third round, both fighters are still
standing. A battered Ray drops to his knees and
appears to have lost....until Ray exposes the loophole
he was counting on.
To win, all Ray had to do was survive the three round
match. He claims victory and frees the ancient warrior from his curse. Cassandra claims a grateful Li
Jho's soul as he disappears in a swirling flurry of dust.
Ray returns to the road with the knowledge that
both angels and demons are out there... and neither
are to be denied.
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